POLICE CIRCULAR ORDER No. 119

Instances have come to notice that the Indentors of Cement are neither very much cautious to lift cement quota allotted to them by Government of Orissa, Supply Department, within the time-limit nor do they place firm orders with the Suppliers concerned against the authorisation issued to them. Consequently, huge quantity of cement has been accumulated with the stockist who have requested the factories to suspend further despatch of stock on their account. This is not only serious check against the free-flow of cement to the State but also serious irregularity and should be discontinued forthwith. It is, therefore, impressed on all officers that very prompt action should be taken in the matter to avoid delay in lifting the cement quota allotted to them and in payment of the bills therefor.

These instructions should be strictly followed in future.

(Previous Police Circular Order No. 5 of 1957)